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Because of the continuous development, the technical datas are not binding. The company can vary them at any time without notice. 

AUTOMATIC ROLL SLITTING MACHINE  T/500 
Automatic roll slitting machine for rolls with max diameter 300 mm, max displacement of the blade carriage from the chuck of 185 cm and possibility to load rolls with max length 215 cm. 
The machine can process any kind of materials in rolls (bias or warp and weft fabric, non woven with and without adhesive).  
With special devices machine can slit even polyethylene and PVC rolls, carbonium fibers, paper rolls, masking tapes, roofing materials, insulating tapes with foam and other materials. 

 
TECHNICAL FEATURES 
 Automatic cut with high speed positioning of the blade carriage with wormscrew and BRUSHLESS motors with possibility of presetting up to 3 cutting widths (up to 999.99 mm each) and the number of cuts for each 

cycle. Machine can also easily be operated manually. 

 Adjustable blade rotation speed (up to 600 RPM) and adjustable roll rotation speed (up to 400 RPM) with digital vectorial inverter. Possibility to select the roll rotation direction. 

 Automatic sharpening of the circular knife (both sides) with adjustable sharpening time after  a programmable number of cuts. 

 Totally closed machine. Highly safe for the operator. 

 Self centering pneumatic chuck with grippers to lock the roll on the cardboard and on the surface. 

 Machine standard equipped with non rotating roll shaft. Rotating shaft on request with extra cost 

 Pneumatic system to lift and support the roll shaft  

 Blade penetration speed in the roll and force adjustable on continuous rate and photocell to stop the blade carriage movement when the blade is out of the roll (automatic roll diameter adjustment). 

 PLC equipped machine  with TOUCH SCREEN operator panel for message display and data entry. 

 Cutting speed up to 8 cuts/min. 

 Max roll dimensions: diam. 300 mm, length 2150 mm, weight Kg.60. For bigger rolls on requests 

 
DEVICES ON REQUEST 
 T300/SIL Automatic blade lubrication system for the blade with presettable lube on/off time 

 T500/BMT Blade motor with power 2,2 Kw 

 T500/CLE Automatic blade cleaning system on one side  

 T500/CLN Automatic blade cleaning system on both sides  

 T500/D50 Machine with blade diam. 50 cm for rolls max diam. 40 cm 

 T500/D60 Machine with blade diam. 60 cm for rolls max diam. 50 cm 

 T500/WAT Machine modified for blade cooling system with water 

 T500/WLUB Double lubrication system with two tanks and selection of the liquid 

 T500/L160 Machine for max roll length 160 cm 

 
TECHNICAL DATAS 
 Blade diameter....................................... :450 mm (other diameters on requests) 
 Roll shaft diameter ................................. :50 mm (other diameters on requests) 

 Voltage ................................................... :400V 5% 50Hz 3-phases (other voltages on request) 
 Space requirements and weight ............ :3100 x 1200 x 1600 (h) mm 
 Installed power....................................... :2,7 kW 
 Compressed air ..................................... :6 bar 

 Accuracy of blade positioning ................ :0.03 mm 

 


